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Lava Arc 05 is one of the Dual Sim mobile phone powered by Audio player, Camera and many other
features. It is very easy to handle and light weighted having the weight of 80.5 g. Lava Arc 05  is
one of the high performance mobile phone having the Dimension of 116 * 47 * 11.5 mm.  People
like to carry this mobile phone because of its stylish look and its technical features.

The Lava Arc 05 operates at the Frequency of GSM 900/ 1800 MHz | GSM 900/ 1800 MHz  It is
provided with display screen of 2.2 inches so that people can enjoy watching movies and can play
games in it. The display screen is of bright resolution and is of the type QVGA TFT.  There is no
battery backup problem as it is provided with standard battery having good battery backup and has
capacity of 1000 Mah which is having the thickness of 11.5 mm.

The Lava Arc 05 is provided with 0.3 Mega pixel of camera. It is one of the superior quality VGA
cameras which capture the clear images within the friction of time. This camera operates at 640 *
480 pixels and do Video recording at 1 Mbps. There is no problem regarding storing the things as it
is provided with Ram of 32 MB , ROM of 128 MB and has an external memory of up to 8 GB, people
can store their enough stuffs on such memory space. It is provided with memory Slot of Micro SD or
SDHC Card.

This lava mobile support WAP browser and has important features like SMS, MMS and instant
messaging through MSN messenger. Connectivity is done through GPRS/ WAP, Bluetooth/ Usb
and PC suite. There are many other features provided which increases the value of this phone. The
phone comes with many applications like Incoming Filter, Key lock, Phone lock, E Book reader, and
MSN. It has Music features like Audio player and 3.5 MM universal Audio Jack. It is also provided
with Stereo FM radio and Video player. The Video player supports video formats like MP4, 3 GP
and AVI.

The Lava Arc 05 support ringtones like Vibration, Polyphonic and MP3. It supports music formats
like Mp3, AMR, MIDI, WAV with loud Sound Speakers and 3.55 Audio Jack. The Lava Arc 05 price
in India is just Rs. 1684/- which comes along the Handset, Battery, Charger, Earphone, USB Cable,
user manual and warranty card.
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